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igital Video Broadcasting — Terrestrial (DVB-T) was
not only designed for transmitting TV-like video con-
tents but also for transmitting data services [1–3].
Digital Video Broadcasting — Handheld (DVB-H) [4–6], for-
merly known as “DVB-X” [7], is a unidirectional communica-
tion technology based on DVB-T. DVB-H and DVB-T were
developed by the organization called DVB Project [8]. Recent-
ly, the DVB ad-hoc group Convergence of Broadcast and
Mobile Services (CBMS) developed IPDC (IP Datacast) [9]
over the DVB-H standard [10], which is currently being pro-
cessed by the European Telecommunications Standards Insti-
tute (ETSI). The IPDC over DVB-H standard complements
the DVB-H standard by defining OSI layers 3–7 and refining
some of the OSI layer 2 specific protocols, especially Program
Specific Information (PSI) and Service Information (SI).
DVB-H poses novel challenges for handover research. Before
talking about the origin of the handover issues in DVB-H it is
necessary to take a look at the services that are transmitted in
DVB-H networks. The service contents in DVB-H networks
are delivered in the form of IP datagrams using IP-based
mechanisms or in the form of other network layer datagrams
encapsulated into Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) sec-
tions [11]. This kind of service is called IPDC. Although IPDC
services can be offered via existing GPRS or UMTS cellular
networks by Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (MBMS)
[12–14], MBMS is only suitable for light traffic services such
as short video clips. For heavy-duty streaming services, DVB-
H is a better solution because of its higher bit rate compared
with that of MBMS. [15]. IPDC brings new characteristics for
DVB-H networks. The benefits are as follows [16]:
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ABSTRACT
Digital Video Broadcasting for Handhelds (DVB-H) is a standard for
broadcasting IP Datacast (IPDC) services to mobile handheld terminals.
Based on the DVB-T standard, DVB-H adds new features such as time
slicing, MPE-FEC, in-depth interleavers, mandatory cell id identifier,
optional 4K-modulation mode and the use of 5 MHz bandwidth in addition
to the usually used 6, 7, or 8 MHz raster. IPDC over DVB-H is proposed
for ETSI to complement the DVB-H standard by combining IPDC and
DVB-H in an end-to-end system. Handover in such unidirectional broad-
casting networks is a novel issue. In the last few years since the birth of
DVB-H technology, great attention has been given to the performance
analysis of DVB-H mobile terminals. Handover is one of the main research
topics for DVB-H in mobile scenarios. Better reception quality and greater
power efficiency are considered to be the main targets of handover
research for DVB-H. New algorithms for different handover stages in
DVB-H have been the subject of recent research and are currently being
studied. Further novel algorithms need to be designed to improve the
mobile reception quality. This article provides a comprehensive survey of
the handover algorithms in DVB-H. A systematic evaluation and catego-
rization approach is proposed based on the problems the algorithms solve
and the handover stages being focused on. Criteria are proposed and ana-
lyzed to facilitate designing better handover algorithms for DVB-H that
have been identified from the research conducted by the authors.
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• IPDC provides a platform for true convergence of ser-
vices between DVB-H and cellular telecommunication
networks (GPRS/UMTS).
• IPDC allows the coding to be decoupled from the trans-
port layer, thus opening the door to a number of features
benefiting handheld mobile terminals, including a variety
of encoding methods which only require low power from
a decoder (decoding high-bandwidth MPEG-2 encoded
streaming video/audio is relatively power consuming). 
• IPDC is relatively insensitive to any buffering or delays
within the transmission (unlike MPEG-2).
• IPDC is well-suited for time-sliced transmission.
In a word, an IPDC service is suitable for handover in
DVB-H. 
But what are the advantages of mobile reception of DVB-
H compared to that of DVB-T? 
VALIDATE [17] and MOTIVATE [18] were two Euro-
pean projects that addressed the issues of mobile reception of
DVB-T signals [19]. Laboratory tests and field trials have
shown that mobile applications of DVB-T are feasible using
the code rate equals 1/2 modes of the specification [20]. How-
ever, the tests of receivers also showed the limits of perfor-
mance achievable for mobile television using DVB-T without
enhancements to the receivers [21]. In addition, the power
consumption of mobile reception of DVB-T is a big issue for
battery powered terminals [22, 23]. 
DVB-H is the technique that was rolled out for the mobile
portable reception of IPDC contents [24, 25]. Similar stan-
dards are used in Japan and Korea for mobile data broadcast-
ing [26, 27]. The scenario of single-frequency DVB-H
networks consists of high-power DVB-H transmitters like
those of DVB-T. However, multifrequency networks com-
prised of low power DVB-H transmitters are also expected to
be a typical network scenario for DVB-H. With decreasing
cell size, handover in DVB-H becomes a critical issue.
Handover in traditional cellular telecommunications net-
works (like GSM) refers to the mechanism that transfers an
ongoing call from one cell to another as a user moves through
the coverage area of the cellular system [28] and has long
been a research topic. However, handover in DVB-H refers to
the switching of the reception of IP-based services from one
transport stream to another when the terminal moves through
the coverage area of a DVB-H network [29]. In this survey
the two different terms “channel” and “transport stream” are
used for the same meaning. They both mean the path along
which a communications signal is transmitted.
Soft handover is usually used to mean that radio links are
added and removed in such a way that the device always
keeps at least one radio link to the base station [30]. In DVB-
H, this means that the received frequency and/or transport
stream is changed without interruption of the ongoing recep-
tion.
It is considered important for researchers in the DVB-H
area to understand the importance of handover, especially in
multifrequency DVB-H networks. Therefore, this article pro-
vides a comprehensive survey of various aspects of the han-
dover algorithms in DVB-H networks. 
The article is structured as follows. We describe the techni-
cal features of DVB-H. Then a detailed introduction to han-
dover in DVB-H is given and the differences between
handover in DVB-H, DVB-T and cellular telecommunications
networks are presented. Next, the authors’ approaches to han-
dover research in DVB-H are described with the handover
challenges and handover stages followed. The different han-
dover algorithms currently available are investigated. The
authors’ view of how to design a handover algorithm for
DVB-H is presented. Finally, the article closes with the con-
clusions and a discussion of the projects related to and the
research trends in handover algorithms in DVB-H networks.
TECHNICAL FEATURES OF DVB-H
Time slicing, MPE-FEC, 4K mode, in-depth interleavers,
DVB-H signaling (including the mandatory cell id identifier),
and the use of 5 MHz bandwidth are the essential elements
that are introduced in DVB-H [29]. These features are locat-
ed in the data link layer and the physical layer of the DVB-H
protocol stack. Time slicing (in the data link layer) and DVB-
H signaling (in the data link layer and the physical layer) are
the two features that are directly related to DVB-H handover.
PROTOCOL STACK
The DVB-H protocol stack is shown in Fig. 1. The newly
introduced DVB-H technical features are in the data link
layer and the physical layer. The application services may be
sent via Real Time Protocol (RTP) [31] for real time content
(for example a TV program). Non-real-time data may be sent
via a File Delivery Over Unidirectional Transport/Asyn-
chronous Layered Coding (FLUTE/ALC) [32] data carousel
(for example for file downloads). The Electronic Service
Guide (ESG) is also broadcast using FLUTE/ALC. The han-
dover issue in DVB-H is mainly an issue for the data link
layer and the physical layer. An analysis and simulation of
DVB-H link layer is done using finite-state Markov models in
[33].
TIME SLICING
Time slicing is used in DVB-H to transmit data in periodic
nFigure 1. DVB-H protocol stack.
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bursts. For a single service, the burst bit rates are significantly
higher compared with that of DVB-T. Time slicing enables
the tuner in a receiver to stay active only a fraction of the
time while receiving bursts of a requested service; this saves
battery power. It is claimed that up to 95 percent power sav-
ing can be achieved as compared with conventional and con-
tinuously operating DVB-T tuners [11]. The high-bit-rate
signals will be buffered in the receiver memory. A brief per-
formance analysis of the time slicing scheme in DVB-H is
done by simulation in [34]. Time slicing offers, as an extra
benefit, the possibility to use the same front-end to monitor
neighboring cells between bursts, thus making seamless soft
handover possible. May [35] showed how the off times
between the transmissions bursts can be used to perform han-
dovers, how they have to be synchronized, and what boundary
conditions exist. A technology called “phase shifting” is pro-
posed as a solution. Time slicing is illustrated in Fig. 2.
It is possible to use a combination of DVB-H (time sliced)
and DVB-T (not time sliced) services in a single multiplex, as
shown in Fig. 3 [36]. However, the power saving is decreased
in this case due to a smaller data rate being available for time
sliced services [36].
Another benefit of time slicing in DVB-H is that it is
unique in terms of the power saving achieved. This means that
the amount of power savings achieved by time slicing in DVB-
H could not be obtained when time slicing is used in DAB or
DMB [37].
Depending on the transmission bit rate, burst size and
burst duration, the off time ∆t in the transmission stream can
vary [38]. According to [16], the burst parameters are shown
in Fig. 4 and the formulas used to calculate the length of a
burst, the off time and the achieved saving in power consump-
tion are shown in Fig. 5. The DVB-H receiver can use this off
time to synchronize and initialize soft handover to another
cell that would be impossible without the use of time slicing.
MPE-FEC
Multi-Protocol Encapsulation (MPE) is a method to transmit
IP data over DVB networks [39]. It specifies the carriage of
IP packets within MPEG Private Data sections. The mobile
reception of DVB-H is characterized by non-line-of-sight,
multipath, Doppler impairments, strong propagation loss
(especially for indoor reception), poor receiving antenna gain
[40], and mobile channel interferences from adjacent TV and
GSM channels and environmental factors such as weather and
traffic. As a result, accessing a downstream high-bit-rate ser-
vice with a handheld terminal is very demanding. The objec-
tive of the MPE Forward Error Correction (MPE-FEC) is to
improve the Carrier/Noise (C/N) ratio and Doppler tolerance
in mobile channels and to improve the tolerance to impulse
interference [29]. However, MPE-FEC only works within indi-
vidual time slices [41] and the size of one burst exactly corre-
sponds to the content of one MPE-FEC frame [4].
Consequently, if a single transmission error cannot be correct-
ed, the service drops out not only for the duration of the burst
but also during the time up until the next burst is received. 
4K MODE AND IN-DEPTH INTERLEAVERS
The 4K mode and the in-depth interleavers affect the physical
layer of DVB-H, but do not affect the soft handover directly.
However, their objectives are to improve Single Frequency
Network (SFN) planning flexibility and to protect against
short noise impulses caused by, for example, ignition interfer-
ence and interference from various electrical appliances [29,
42]. In this case, they affect the mobile reception of DVB-H
signals. The 4K mode offers a trade off between mobility and
SFN size in the network planning [29]. Since DVB-T does not
include this mode, it is an option only in dedicated DVB-H
networks [4]. For the 2K and 4K modes, the in-depth inter-
leaver increases the flexibility of the symbol interleaving by
decoupling the choice of the inner interleaver from the trans-
mission mode [16, 29]. 
DVB-H SIGNALING
The objective of DVB-H signaling is to provide robust and
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nFigure 2. Time slicing illustration.
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nFigure 3. DVB-T and multiplexing of DVB-T and DVB-H.
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easy-to-access signaling to DVB-H receivers, thus enhancing
and speeding up service discovery [29]. It should be noted that
DVB-H is based on DVB-T and most of the DVB-H specifi-
cations in the physical layers are the same as those of DVB-T
which can be found in [43]. Besides the specifications in com-
mon with DVB-T, DVB-H has unique physical specifications.
Only the DVB-H signaling used for handover is considered in
this section. (The signaling bits specified for DVB-H but not
used directly for handover will not be discussed.) There are
two kinds of signaling information the DVB-H receiver can
use. One is Transmission Parameter Signaling (TPS) signaling
bits in the physical layer. The other is DVB-H specific signal-
ing within Program Specific Information (PSI)/Service Infor-
mation (SI) [39, 44, 45]. PSI/SI is the core signaling for
enabling service discovery within DVB-T and also within
other DVB systems. Since the PSI/SI used within DVB-H is
different to that of other DVB systems, a subset of PSI/SI for
IPDC over DVB-H is defined in [46]. The PSI/SI data enables
a DVB-H receiver to discover IPDC over DVB-H specific ser-
vices in the transport stream and also provides essential infor-
mation for enabling handover.
The TPS is defined over 68 consecutive OFDM symbols,
referred to as one OFDM frame. Each OFDM symbol conveys
one TPS bit, so each TPS block contains 68 bits [43]. The TPS
bits are located within the physical layer [42] so the signal for
synchronization in the handover process is first obtained by
utilizing the information contained in the TPS bits [47].
The Synchronization Word bits aid the receiver in synchro-
nizing with the target frequency. The Cell Identifier conveys
unique cell identification information to the receiver. The
PSI/SI provides information on the DVB-H services carried by
the different transport streams. Handover-related information
in the PSI/SI is mainly contained in the Network Information
Table (NIT), Program Association Table (PAT), Program Map
Table (PMT) [44], and IP/MAC Notification Table (INT) [39]. 
5 MHZ BANDWIDTH
DVB-T standards use the 6, 7, or 8 MHz raster in the fre-
quency spectrum (namely, UHF and VHF). The introduction
of 5 MHz bandwidth into DVB-H provides new possibilities
for using frequency spectrum other than that allocated to tra-
ditional broadcast use, for example, in the L band, which cre-
ates new challenges in terms of receiver design and also
provides benefits in terms of system performance such as tol-
erance to Doppler shift in a mobile environment [16].
HANDOVER IN DVB-H
This section gives an overview of DVB-H handover and points
out the key enablers that are needed for accomplishing DVB-
H handover by means of currently available standard meth-
ods. The aim is to give an overview of the handover principle
that applies to all network configurations and hence the less
efficient methods have been left out. A more extensive
description of DVB-H handover, including the less efficient
methods, is presented in [48]. 
Even though DVB-H was designed to be backwards com-
patible with DVB-T, there are differences between handover
in DVB-T and handover in DVB-H. In addition to the use of
time slicing and the resulting off-periods in DVB-H, another
fundamental difference is in the signaling. Regardless of the
fact that DVB-T and DVB-H share some PSI/SI tables, such
as the NIT, PAT, PMT, INT and Time and Date Table (TDT),
the DVB-H receiver does not need to support the Service
Description Table (SDT) and Event Information Table (EIT).
In [46], the SDT and EIT tables are considered mandatory for
an IPDC over DVB-H network but optional for the receiver.
Also, the linkage modes to enable support for handover to
associated services, as defined in [45], are not supported in
[46] and hence are not discussed within this section.
In DVB-T, a service is identified by a service_id within the
SDT and EIT. The EIT provides schedule information for the
services advertised within the SDT. The PAT and PMT are
used for associating services with elementary streams. 
The identification of a service and the use of a service_id
in DVB-H are rather different to that of DVB-T. In DVB-H,
the services are first mapped to IP addresses within the Elec-
tronic Service Guide (ESG) [49]. Next, the IP addresses are
further mapped to service_ids within the INT, where it is pos-
sible to associate all the DVB-H services of an IP platform
with only one service_id. The discrimination between different
DVB-H services within one service_id, that is, association of
elementary streams with IP streams, is done within the PMT
by means of a combination of component_tag and service_id.
Hence, within DVB-H, the service_id is just another parame-
ter in the mapping of IP addresses to elementary streams.
The handover in DVB-H, as defined in [16], occurs when
the receiver receiving a transport stream switches to another
transport stream and continues the reception of the previously
received IP streams. According to this definition, DVB-H
handover can occur only within MFN networks, between two
different SFN areas that are part of the same network and
between two different networks. In other words, handover in
DVB-H occurs each time the received transport stream and/or
frequency changes. To be able to operate in such a situation,
the receiver needs to regularly monitor adjacent cells that
have currently consumed IP streams available. This monitor-
ing can be done by means of the NIT and INT. 
The less dynamic information is carried within the NIT,
which maps each transport stream with one cell_id, one or
more frequencies, and optionally with the transposer frequen-
cy and subcell_id. Also, the geographical coordinates of the
cells and possible subcells are signaled within the NIT. 
The level of invariability of the INT depends on the net-
work implementation. Each INT may announce association of
IP streams within all the transport streams of the network or
just within the transport streams available within neighboring
cells. In the case of an MFN, network capacity can be saved if
each INT announces only the association of the IP streams
available within the neighboring cells. From the receiver per-
spective this means that receiver needs to update INT each
time after handover.
For the handover between two different DVB-H networks,
the same procedures are followed as described above, except
that the other NIT, that is, NIT_other, is needed for each net-
work that is supported in addition to the current network. 
nFigure 5. Formulas to calculate the length of a burst, off time
and the achieved saving on power consumption [16].
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Figure 6 shows the DVB-H handover schemes discussed
above: handover between two DVB-H networks, handover
between two subcells within a DVB-H network, handover
between two cells within a DVB-H network, and handover
between a subcell and the main cell within a DVB-H network. 
It is expected that a DVB-H cell will usually be smaller
than a DVB-T cell because of a low-gain receiver antenna, the
low height of a transmitter antenna, building penetration loss-
es, and fast fading in a mobile environment [40]. Thus, low-
power transmitters serving a network operating in a
multifrequency network (MFN) mode, in networks composed
of one or more Single Frequency Network (SFN) areas or a
mixture of these two topologies, are the main network struc-
ture types for DVB-H. One of the main factors that affect the
selection of the network topology is the need for localized ser-
vices. Depending on the density of the localized services, the
network topology can vary from a MFN composed of single
transmitter cells to networks composed of one or more SFN
areas. If localized services are not supported at all within the
network, the whole network can consist of a single SFN area
where handover is not needed. All other network types,
except the network type covered exclusively with one SFN
area, result in handovers. The handover frequency is depen-
dent on the size of the cells, terminal mobility, and environ-
mental factors (such as rural or urban), which are similar to
the handover frequency factors in UMTS/GSM and so forth.
The handover in DVB-H has unique features compared
with that of cellular telecommunications networks (e.g.,
UMTS) such as its unidirectional nature, being mobile initiat-
ed, time slicing being utilized, and always being soft handover.
Taking UMTS as an example, the base station will communi-
nFigure 6. General handover situations in DVB-H networks.
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cate with the mobile terminal in the handover
procedure and the availability of an interaction
channel between the network and the terminal is
essential for the successful completion of the
handover [50]. On the other hand, DVB-H net-
works have no information as to who is using
their services at a given time and where the ter-
minal is possibly going to perform handovers.
Since the DVB-H transmitter cannot obtain
information from the DVB-H terminals, the
DVB-H terminals themselves based on their own
decisions must perform the handover.
Although some convergence terminals have
both DVB-H and telecommunication capabilities,
it is not always possible for a terminal to get in
contact with the network to perform handover.
Handover without an interaction channel in
DVB-H is called passive handover while han-
dover in DVB-H utilizing an interaction channel
such as a UMTS return channel is called active
handover [51]. Illustrations of these two kinds of
handovers are given in Figs. 7 and 8 [36]. Since
DVB-H does not require a mandatory return
channel, in this survey only passive handover in
DVB-H terminals is considered where the termi-
nal has no interaction channel with the network
infrastructures.
Soft handover is not possible for single anten-
na DVB-T terminals [36], because single antenna
DVB-T terminals cannot make seamless han-
dover without interruption of the continuing ser-
vice. On the other hand, DVB-H terminals can
make seamless handover (soft handover) because of its time-
slicing transmission nature. The DVB-H standard brings the
possibility of soft handover for single antenna terminals.
There are two main features that make soft handover possible
in the DVB-H standard, one is time slicing and the other one
is the mandatory cell id identifier [29]. Time slicing creates off
times that can be used for the monitoring of the adjacent cells
without interruption in the service consumption. Mandatory
cell id identifiers assist the handover decision process and
reduce the tuning failure probabilities.
Figure 9 shows the basic soft handover scenario in DVB-H
networks.
APPROACHES TO THE
HANDOVER PROBLEMS IN DVB-H
Handover in DVB-H is a novel research issue. In order to
evaluate the existing and the forthcoming handover solutions,
a systematic categorization and evaluation method is needed.
Two approaches are proposed here. One is to evaluate and
categorize the handover algorithms based on the challenges
that are introduced by the handover process of DVB-H. The
other is to study DVB-H handover from different handover
stages’ points of view. In this way, it is believed, from the
authors’ own research experiences, that handover in DVB-H
can be systematically studied and evaluated. These two
aspects are described in detail in the following two sections.
CHALLENGES IN THE
HANDOVER PROCESS OF DVB-H
Some challenges may exist in the handover process of DVB-H
such as the Ping Pong effect, “fake signals,” excessive power
consumption, and packet loss. These are the challenges for
DVB-H handover in general and the designed algorithms
should cope with them. Also, the network planning has a big
affect on handover in DVB-H.
PING PONG EFFECT
Because the signal strength fluctuates in the real physical
environment the DVB-H receiver has the possibility of detect-
ing strong signals from other cells even though it is located in
the original cell, especially in the transmitter shadow areas,
for example, when high buildings are blocking line of sight sig-
nal transmissions. In this case, the receiver may have the pos-
sibility of repeated handover between different cells, causing a
Ping Pong effect [30]. Since frequent handover increases
power consumption that is critical for handheld battery pow-
ered terminals, reducing the occurrence of the Ping Pong
effect is one of the key research areas for handover study in
DVB-H. The Ping Pong effect should be reduced to the mini-
mum possible in the handover decision-making stage.
FAKE SIGNAL OCCURRENCE
The DVB-H receiver utilizes PSI/SI signaling and information
acquired from the TPS bits to discover what services are avail-
able within the found signals. The PSI/SI maps IP streams to
transport streams and subsequently transport streams with the
different frequencies and cells. The cell identification infor-
mation (i.e., cell_id) is also signaled within the TPS bits of
each received signal. By utilizing these two signaling mecha-
nisms, that is, PSI/SI signaling and TPS signaling, the receiver
can verify that, with one exception, it always hands over to a
valid signal. The exception mentioned above refers to [38],
where the concept of “fake signals” is introduced. A “fake sig-
nal” is a signal that has the same frequency and cell_id as the
nFigure 8. Active handover according to [36].
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targeted signal, but which actually is from a different network;
hence, it is very unlikely that the receiver is able to receive
currently consumed IP streams from it. Such a situation may
occur, for example, when a cell of another network is using
the same cell_id and frequency as the cell that the receiver
aims to hand over to, as shown in Fig. 10. The situation
described above is possible even though it can be avoided by
appropriate network design and co-operation between net-
work operators. 
POWER CONSUMPTION
In addition to the two main possible problems mentioned
above in the handover process of DVB-H, power consumption
is the most important concern. Power consumption has always
been a critical challenge for mobile handheld terminals [52,
53]. In fact, reducing power consumption is the reason why
the DVB-H standard was developed [29, 54]. Better handover
algorithms in DVB-H can consume less battery power com-
pared with other handover algorithms. Although the introduc-
tion of time slicing has reduced the power consumption of
DVB-H to a considerable extent compared with that of DVB-
T, the handover algorithm in DVB-H should be fully exploit-
ed to further reduce the power consumption of the terminal
in different stages and to avoid unnecessary power consump-
tion as much as possible when handover is present. 
PACKET LOSS
DVB-H is a unidirectional broadcasting network. If some
packets are lost during the handover process there will be no
retransmission of the lost packets. Packet loss will most prob-
ably happen when the terminal tries to synchronize to the tar-
get frequency and transport stream in the handover process.
Delay and jitter are very common in the IP networks that are
the service-feeding networks of DVB-H. Since even a single
lost packet will have a disastrous effect for some IP Datacast
services in DVB-H (e.g., file downloading), strict synchroniza-
tion techniques must be used in the synchronization of the
time sliced services of DVB-H. Further discussion of this issue
can be found in [35].
HANDOVER STAGES IN DVB-H
Handover in DVB-H consists of three stages: handover mea-
surement, handover decision-making based on the handover
criteria, and handover execution [55]. All the previous
research work on handover in DVB-H can be categorized into
or was targeting these three stages.
HANDOVER MEASUREMENT
Handover measurement is the first of the handover stages. In
DVB-H the handover measurement takes place in the off
time of the time slicing mode. The terminal will switch off the
tuner and the demodulator in the off burst period. However,
the front-end receiver has to keep measuring the signal
strength from neighboring transmitters in order to monitor
the signal strength fluctuation. If the signal strength of the
received signal is degraded to some degree, the handover
decision-making process will be triggered. The wake up time
for the next burst will be signaled in the current burst period.
The detailed procedure is given in [42].
HANDOVER DECISION-MAKING BASED
ON THE HANDOVER CRITERIA
In the second stage of the handover process, the DVB-H ter-
nFigure 9. Soft handover illustration.
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minal will decide whether it should perform handover based
on the predefined handover criteria. The most commonly
used handover criteria parameters are the Received Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI) and the Signal Noise Ratio (SNR)
[30, 38]. This survey article only considers MFNs, so the self-
interferences between different transmitters in SFNs will not
be considered. When the RSSI or the SNR is identified as
degraded to some degree from the handover measurement of
the first stage, the handover decision-making process will be
triggered. Taking the SNR as the handover criteria for exam-
ple, once the SNR threshold margin value s_th is reached for
a certain threshold time t_th, the receiver will tune to the fre-
quency with the strongest SNR value to continue service
reception. The SNR and duration threshold are shown in Fig.
11. In addition to the physical layer parameters, it is increas-
ingly important to take the quality of currently received IP
streams as one handover criterion especially within a MFN
network. This is also recognized in [48, 16].
HANDOVER EXECUTION
Handover execution is the last stage of the handover process.
After the terminal has made the handover decision it will per-
form the handover execution stage. In this stage, the terminal
attempts to synchronize to the handover target signal and to
continue the reception of the currently received services with-
out interruption. In order to validate whether the handover
target signal is the correct one, the DVB-H signaling informa-
tion contained in the TPS bits and the PSI/SI tables will be
utilized.
RESEARCH CONDUCTED ON
HANDOVER IN DVB-H
Handover in DVB-H is a novel issue. However, much research
work has already been reported in this area at the time of
writing this survey. In this situation, an attempt is made to
survey as far as possible the work that has been reported and
forecast the work that will be done. 
An instantaneous Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) value based handover scheme was proposed in [38].
This handover scheme is the first for DVB-H published in the
literature. This scheme uses the off burst time to measure the
RSSI value. After comparing the current RSSI value with that
of adjacent cells, it hands over to the cell with the strongest
RSSI value. The handover stages for this handover algorithm
are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Since the RSSI value can vary
due to multipath, interference or other environmental effects
it may not give a true indication of the communication perfor-
mance or the range and mistakenly measuring the RSSI value
would result in the Ping Pong effect in handover measure-
ment consuming power unnecessarily. The RSSI value could
be measured many off burst times with the RSSI value being
measured at least once every off burst time in the worst case.
Constant measuring of the adjacent cells signal level without
any handover prediction leads to more battery power con-
sumption. In order to overcome these shortcomings, a better
handover prediction algorithm had to be developed.
Hamara presented an enhanced version of the algorithm of
[38] in his thesis [48] where, in addition to using the RSSI
value as a handover criterion, currently consumed services
and bit error rate were taken into account. This thesis is the
first thesis about DVB-H handover in the literature. It gives
an extensive analysis of the handover aspects within DVB-H
in the light of the standard solutions at the time.
In [30] another handover scheme based on post-processing
of the measured SNR value was proposed to avoid the Ping
Pong effect and to get rid of the received “fake signals.” In
the SNR-based handover scheme, the SNR is calculated from
the RSSI and the noise characteristics and provides a more
accurate estimate of the received effective signal than the
RSSI. The main idea of post-processing the SNR values is to
calculate the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of all
the SNR values. A CDF describes a statistical distribution. It
gives at each possible outcome of the received signal SNR the
nFigure 11. SNR and time threshold for handover decision-
making.
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probability of receiving that outcome or a lower one. Because
the CDF gives a probability value, its value depends not only
on the current SNR value, but also on the SNR history of the
signal. This not only eliminates the frequent handover phe-
nomenon seen in instantaneous RSSI value-based handover,
but also avoids the “fake signals” caused by frequency confu-
sion. Although simulation has shown the feasibility of this
simple algorithm, further studies and field trials need to be
done to investigate the limitations of this algorithm.
Vare, Hamara, and Kallio [69] have proposed a new
method for signaling cell coverage areas by means of bitmap
data to improve the handover performance in DVB-H. A new
table called the Cell Description Table (CDT) is proposed for
the PSI/SI. By using a CDT, up to 256 different signal levels
within the cell coverage area can be signaled to the receiver to
inform it of the cell coverage. The terminal can make better
handover decisions from the information about the cell cover-
age area to reduce the Ping Pong effect and “fake signals.”
However, in this proposed handover scheme more bandwidth
and receiver memory consumption is needed to support the
CDT information process. In addition, the DVB-H handheld
receiver must have GPS support which will be an additional
cost to the customer. This kind of cost cannot be neglected,
especially in the early DVB-H roll out stage when potential
customers are still not fully convinced of the benefits of DVB-
H services. Transferring the cost from the terminal side to the
network side is an alternative solution if the network can pro-
vide the same location information to the terminal as a GPS
receiver does.
Yang et al. [55] investigated different handover decision-
making algorithms and proposed a novel hybrid handover
decision-making algorithm. The key idea of [55] is to reduce
the frequency of handover measurement in the handover deci-
sion-making stage by designing a soft handover algorithm with
prediction of the handover moment. The proposed handover
decision-making algorithms are Context-Aware Handover
Decision-making, Location-Aided Handover Decision-making,
UMTS Aided Handover Decision-making, Repeater-Aided
Handover Decision-making, and Hidden Markov Model
Based Decision-making. A comparison of the different han-
dover decision-making algorithms is presented in Table 1
according to [55]. As a conclusion to [55], a hybrid handover
decision-making algorithm is proposed that can utilize the
advantages of the different handover decision-making algo-
rithms while eliminating the limitations of them by using a
central management module to control the choice of one of
the different handover modules in different environment sce-
narios. The feasibility and the limitations of the proposed
handover decision-making algorithm need to be validated
through field trials. 
A more detailed description of different handover algo-
rithms, especially of the different handover decision-making
algorithms in dedicated DVB-H networks and in converged
DVB-H/UMTS networks, is presented in [57]. The investiga-
tion and research of the handover in converged DVB-H and
UMTS networks is thought to be one of the first in the litera-
ture. 
Schwoerer [47, 56] and Vesma [47] target power consump-
tion reduction by utilizing novel synchronization techniques in
the handover execution stage of the handover process. The
handover execution stage is equal to the signal synchroniza-
tion, and the on time in the time slicing mode consists of both
the synchronization time and the burst data duration time, as
shown in Fig. 14; the main idea of [47, 56] is to try to mini-
mize the synchronization time to further reduce the power
consumption. The main exploitable synchronization time in
the synchronization stage is the TPS synchronization, as
shown in Fig. 15 [47].
Schwoerer and Vesma [47] proposed a new synchroniza-
tion technique called correlation-based “Fast Scattered Pilot
Synchronization” for DVB-H receivers to substitute the con-
nFigure 13. Decision-making and execution stages of the han-
dover algorithm according to [38].
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ventional TPS-based OFDM frame synchronization for find-
ing the position of Scattered Pilots within an OFDM symbol
in the handover execution stage. It exploits the temporally
repetitive structure of the scattered pilots and Schwoerer and
Vesma [47] showed using mathematical analysis that the syn-
chronization time (until channel estimation) could be cut by
84 percent by using the new technique. Reducing the synchro-
nization time means reducing the power consumption. There-
fore, “Fast Scattered Pilot Synchronization” can reduce the
power consumption in the DVB-H handover execution stage.
Schwoerer [56] proposed another purely power-based “Fast
Scattered Pilot Synchronization” method. It uses the fact that
scattered pilots are amplitude-boosted by 4/3 to find the cur-
rent Scattered Pilot Raster Position (SRPR) [43]. It is shown
in [56] that 89 percent of the synchronization time can be
saved using power-based “Fast Scattered Pilot Synchroniza-
tion.” 
In [35] May focused on the handover execution stage of
the handover process in DVB-H. Because the IP network
delay and jitter may be different for different cells May pro-
posed a technology called “phase shifting” to synchronize the
signals of adjacent cells in IP Datacast over DVB-H networks
in order to ensure loss-free handovers. When the terminal
moves from one cell to another, synchronization techniques
must be used to ensure that there is no packet loss caused by
a time sliced burst overlap when the next time sliced burst
arrives. There are three different possibilities for the types of
synchronization. The first is no synchronization that of course
will cause considerable packet loss. The second is in-phase
synchronization where all the transport streams in different
cells must be transmitted in perfect synchronization, that is, at
the same universal time. This cannot be ensured without a
buffer system in the network side. The third one is “phase
shifting” synchronization where there is a time shift between
adjacent cells to ensure that there is enough time between the
neighboring time slices to avoid the possible packet loss
caused by time slice overlap. The phase shifting principal for
handover between any two cells as a four-color problem [58]
is illustrated in Fig. 16 according to [35]. Analysis and simula-
tion showed that the phase shifting synchronization tech-
niques can achieve much better performance with respect to
the packet loss probability compared with the no synchroniza-
tion and “in phase” synchronization techniques.
The DVB Project technical reports [45] and [16] proposed
a simple handover algorithm for handover in DVB-H based
on the handover algorithm in DVB-T. The basic idea is for
the DVB-H terminal to use the
terrestrial_delivery_system_descriptor, the frequency_list
descriptor, the original_network_id and the
transport_stream_id together as a pair along with the
service_list_descriptor to decide which frequency and trans-
port stream the receiver should switch to in the handover pro-
cess. Several methods to reduce the risk of tuning failures or
“fake signals” are also presented. The first one proposed in
[45] is called “local SI insertion” which makes each cell a sep-
arate network by individual Service Information (SI) insertion.
In this case, there will be only one frequency per network.
The second method utilizes the cell identifier so the terminal
can know which cell it has entered. In this case, the terminal
can determine and check the cell id of a signal from its TPS
bits to see if it is in its cell id list of interest after checking the
frequency thus reducing the tuning failure. The third method
uses location data from GPS receivers to aid the handover so
the terminal can determine the destination cell reducing tun-
ing failure. The last method in [45] uses two front-ends
including a second demultiplexer. In this case, the tuning of
different frequencies can be done in parallel and the target
cell frequency can be validated in advance so that the risk of
tuning failure can be completely eliminated. 
DESIGNING A BETTER
HANDOVER ALGORITHM FOR DVB-H
The handover in DVB-H networks is the subject of on-going
research and different approaches for designing handover
algorithms by utilizing mechanisms defined in [16, 29] and in
[10] are developed all the time. In this section, some key
points are proposed as criteria for designing an efficient han-
dover algorithm in DVB-H networks identified from the
research conducted by the authors.
HANDOVER DECISION-MAKING STAGE
One of the key aspects in designing an efficient handover
algorithm for DVB-H is to exploit the possibilities of reducing
battery power consumption. The handover decision-making
stage is the handover phase where the battery power con-
sumption reduction can be fully exploited. The main objective
in the handover decision-making stage is to try to predict the
handover moment to reduce the number of off burst time
intervals that are used for handover measurement.
COMPLEXITY AND COMPATIBILITY
The design of a handover algorithm for DVB-H should not
conflict with the already consolidated DVB-H standards and
the complexity of the handover algorithm should be fully
exploited to ease the difficulty imposed on the receiver design.
nTable 1. Comparison between different handover decision-making algorithms according to [55].
Algorithms Saved Power ConsumptionCompared with RSSI Algorithm Advantages Disadvantages
Context aware 60% in the worst case Simple and efficient Less robust to environment
Location aided Up to 97% Simple and efficient Costly and only in motorwayscenario
UMTS aided Not determined Simple and efficient Complex and needs UMTSnetwork
Repeater aided Up to 63.22% Simple and efficient Costly
HMM based Not determined Simple, less costly,efficient
Needs Enough 
Measurements Data
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UTILIZATION OF ADDITIONAL SIGNALING INFORMATION
Additional signaling information should always be fully
exploited by the handover algorithm. Handover in dedicated
DVB-H networks has the characteristic of being passive where
only the unidirectional transmission from the network to the
terminal is possible. If additional signaling information is
available, it should be used to help the handover process.
Take the converged terminal as an example; converged DVB-
H and GPRS/UMTS terminals have the advantage of having
an interactive uplink channel. In this case, the uplink channel
can be utilized to aid the handover process and this UMTS
aided handover is a kind of active handover. The network
parameters transmitted from transmitters and repeaters can
also be fully utilized by the passive DVB-H receivers to aid
the handover process.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT COST
DVB-H terminals should be affordable for consumers. An
additional attachment such as a GPS receiver can improve
handover efficiency but can also increase the terminal price.
The authors believe that DVB-H handover algorithms should
focus on utilizing existed signaling information available in the
DVB-H standard to avoid the extra cost of introducing new
network equipment (such as expensive repeaters) or terminal
attachments (such as GPS receivers) purely for handover pur-
poses.
In addition, the handover challenges presented earlier
should be carefully considered when a handover algorithm is
designed. The challenges such as the Ping Pong effect, “fake
signals,” and power consumption are sometimes related each
other. For example, because more Ping Pong effect means
more power consumption, when the Ping Pong effect is
solved, the power consumption is usually reduced as well.
Different handover algorithms have different characteris-
tics. It is sometimes difficult for one algorithm to be used for
all situations, for example, a handover algorithm utilizing
UMTS interaction channels will not work when the UMTS
network does not exist. While the above-proposed evaluation
nFigure 16. Phase shifting as a four-color problem according to [35]
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criteria should be considered in designing an efficient han-
dover algorithm for DVB-H, the individual application situa-
tion must be taken into account. Designing an efficient
algorithm usually implies a trade-off between power consump-
tion, signaling information, and additional equipment cost
under the condition that the complexity and compatibility
problems are considered.
CONCLUSIONS
The different handover algorithms for DVB-H presented in
the literature have been summarized in Table 2, which shows
the different algorithms along with their corresponding han-
dover stages and the problems they are focusing on. It must
be noted that new handover algorithms are constantly being
developed, so Table 2 may not be exhaustive, as it only relates
to the algorithms that were reported at the time of writing of
this survey.
RELATED PROJECTS AND FUTURE WORK
A myriad of projects on DVB-H are being carried out around
the world. There are two main European research and devel-
opment projects on DVB-H that have recently been in opera-
tion. INSTINCT is the acronym of a European project on
IP-based Networks, Services and Terminals for Converging
Systems, namely the converged network between Broadcast
networks (DVB-T/H) and mobile cellular networks
(GPRS/UMTS) [24]. Handover issues were considered by
Brunel University, France Telecom R&D and TDF, in the
INSTINCT project [24, 59] which completed its activities in
March 2006. WingTV [25] is another European project sup-
ported by the European Research and Development program
CELTIC [60]. The mission of the WingTV project is to con-
tribute to speeding up the worldwide adoption of the DVB-H
standard by validating the technology and providing adequate
inputs to forums and standardization bodies. WingTV was
planned over five years from 2004 to 2008.
Field trials of DVB-H have already taken place or are in
operation in the cities of Helsinki, Berlin, Pittsburgh/USA,
Barcelona, Oxford, Metz, and Amsterdam [61–64]. More field
trials are taking place and are coming in many other cities
around the world. The detailed validation report on the labo-
ratory tests in Berlin and the field trials in Metz is given in the
ETSI validation report [65]. All these trials are dealing with
Single Frequency Networks; thus, no handover measurements
for multifrequency networks have been done. Although there
are some other technologies that are competing with DVB-H
nowadays, such as T-DMB (Terrestrial Digital Multimedia
Broadcasting) and MediaFLO (Media Forward Link Only)
[66, 67], DVB-H has its unique advantages. Compared with
MediaFLO, DVB-H is an open standard thus many more
manufacturers support it. Compared with T-DMB, DVB-H
has superiority in both technology and cost [68]. For the com-
pletion of the DVB-H validation work, the next logical step is
the validation of handover that is prerequisite for the multi-
frequency DVB-H system. 
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nTable 2. Summary of different handover algorithms.
Paper Main Novelty Handover Stages Target Problem Target Comments
[38] First paper on handover in DVB-H
Handover measurement,
Handover decision-making,
Handover execution
Design a feasible
handover algorithm
Without mechanisms to pre-
vent the Ping Pong effect and
“fake signals”
[30] Post-processing of SNR valuesbased handover algorithm Handover decision-making
Ping Pong effect,
“fake signals,” and
power consumption
Validation by further study
and field trials is needed
[69] Cell Description Table (CDT)-basedhandover algorithm Handover decision-making
Ping Pong effect and
power consumption
A trade-off between
increased bandwidth (and
memory) consumption and
decreased power consump-
tion should be considered.
[55]
Investigation and proposal of dif-
ferent possible handover decision-
making algorithms
Handover decision-making
Ping Pong effect,
“fake signals,” and
power consumption
Validation by further study
and field trials is needed
[47] Correlation-based “Fast ScatteredPilot Synchronization” Handover execution Power consumption
Validation by further study
and field trials is needed
[56] Power-based “Fast Scattered PilotSynchronization” Handover execution Power consumption
Validation by further study
and field trials is needed
[45]
Simple handover algorithm based
on the handover algorithm of 
DVB-T and different methods to
reduce or completely eliminate the
tuning failures.
Handover measurement, 
handover decision-making
and handover execution
Tuning failure or
“fake signals”
The algorithm needs to be
improved and validated by
further study and field trials.
[35]
“Phase shifting” for synchroniza-
tion of signals between adjacent
cells.
Handover execution Packet loss
The algorithm needs to be
improved and validated by
further study and field trials.
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